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Apache Impala is a query engine that runs on Apache Hadoop. The project was announced in
October with a public beta test distribution [4] [5] and became generally available in May Impala
brings scalable parallel database technology to Hadoop, enabling users to issue low-latency
SQL queries to data stored in HDFS and Apache HBase without requiring data movement or
transformation. Impala is integrated with Hadoop to use the same file and data formats,
metadata, security and resource management frameworks used by MapReduce , Apache Hive ,
Apache Pig and other Hadoop software. Impala is promoted for analysts and data scientists to
perform analytics on data stored in Hadoop via SQL or business intelligence tools. In early , a
column-oriented file format called Parquet was announced for architectures including Impala.
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fourth generation are full-size automobiles produced by Chevrolet for the through model years.
The Impala was all new, while the and models featured new bodies on the same redesigned
perimeter frame introduced on the models. All Impalas of this generation received annual
facelifts as well, distinguishing each model year. Throughout the early s, Chevrolet's basic body
designs became increasingly subtle, while the bright trim that was part of the Impala package
added more than a touch of luxury to the look. The same pattern was followed in the interiors,
where the best materials and equipment Chevrolet had to offer were displayed. In short, the
Impala was on its way to becoming a kind of junior-grade Cadillac , which, for both the company
and its customers, was just fine. Totally redesigned in , the Impala set an all-time industry
annual sales record of more than 1 million units in the U. The new full-size Chevys featured
dramatically rounded sides, and an all-new front end with new hood contours, curved,
frameless side glass for pillarless models , and sharper angled windshield with newly reshaped
vent windows. Sport Coupes wore a sleek semi-fastback roofline, and wheel well moldings were
revised. Chevrolet promoted the cars' Wide-Stance design, adhesively bonded windshield, and
improved full-coil suspension. A two-tone instrument panel put gauges in a recessed area
ahead of the driver. The "X" frame was dropped for a new Girder-Guard full-width perimeter
frame which reduced the size of the inside driveline tunnel and redesigned suspension.
Two-range Powerglide , as well as Synchro-Mesh 3- and 4-speed manual transmissions were
available. The Turbo Hydra-Matic automatic transmission was offered for the first time. As with
previous years, Impalas featured more chrome trim inside and out, with pleated tufted
upholstery and door panels plus simulated walnut trim on the lower instrument panel. Engine
choices included the inline six-cylinder as well as the famous Chevy small-block and big-block
V8s. Automatic transmission buyers were given the option of the newly introduced three-range
Turbo Hydra-Matic for the newly introduced Mark IV big-block engine, displacing cubic inches.
The old cubic-inch 6. The new Turbo Jet V8 was the first General Motors engine to receive the
Rochester Quadra-Jet four-barrel carburetor that would become a mainstay until the early s. The
new was available as a horsepower version with Referenced as Regular Production Option Z18,
the Caprice option group included a black-out grille, vinyl top with Fleur de lis emblems, unique
wheel covers, and narrow sill moldings. Specially stitched cloth door panels were accented with
simulated walnut, and contour-padded seats wore a combination of fabric and vinyl. All of this
aimed to give Chevy buyers a "one-of-a-kind" taste of Cadillac's look and ride. Its sales success
prompted Chevrolet to make the V8 -only Caprice a full series for The Impala received only a
minor facelift from its predecessor that included a revised horizontal bar grille up front and new
triple rectangular taillights that replaced the triple round lights used on full-sized Chevys each
year since with the exception of , and chrome beltline strips were added in response to
complaints about parking lot door dings on the clean-lined '65 models. The standard
column-shift three-speed manual was now full synchronized, and a new cubic-inch six-cylinder
engine replaced the previous cubic-inch six while the horsepower cubic-inch Turbo Fire V-8
remained the base V-8 engine. Optional engines included a horsepower cubic-inch Turbo Fire
V-8, the cubic-inch Turbo-Jet V-8 rated at horsepower, or two new cubic-inch Turbo Jet V8s of
horsepower with A four-speed manual transmission was offered with all V8 engines, while the
two-speed Powerglide was the only automatic transmission offered with the six-cylinder engine
and and cubic-inch Turbo Fire V8s, and the three-speed Turbo Hydramatic was limited to the
and horsepower version of the V The Impala was the 2-selling convertible in the U. The
Chevrolet full-size was redesigned with enhanced Coke bottle styling. Dimensions remained
roughly the same, still on a inch wheelbase , four inches longer than the mid-size Chevrolet

Chevelle. Impala Sport Coupes had a graceful fastback roof line, which flowed in an unbroken
line into the rear deck. In keeping with federal regulations, safety features were built into
Impalas during the and model years, including a fully collapsible energy-absorbing steering
column, side marker lights, and shoulder belts for closed models. Most engine offerings were
carryover from including the base cubic-inch Turbo Thrift 6 horsepower and cubic-inch Turbo
Fire V-8 horsepower , and optional horsepower cubic-inch Turbo Fire V-8 and horsepower
cubic-inch Turbo Jet V-8, with a horsepower cubic-inch Turbo Jet V-8 now the top offering as
the high-performance horsepower version of the offered in was not listed in the specifications.
The two-speed Powerglide automatic was the only shiftless transmission offered with the 6 and
V-8, but the three-speed Turbo Hydramatic was now available with the V-8 along with the
big-block and V-8s. New options for included front- disc brakes standard with the SS option ,
stereo 8-track player, fiber optic light monitoring system and vacuum power door locks.
Cloth-and-vinyl upholstery was standard in most closed body styles, but all-vinyl upholstery
was a new option at extra-cost in several colors on all sedan and coupe body styles heretofore
all-vinyl trim was offered as an option on the Sport Coupe and Sport Sedan hardtop body styles
in "black" only since , and remained standard equipment on convertible and station wagon
models, again in several colors. All Impala models for also featured upgraded door panels with
carpeting on the lower section. A black four-door version of this vehicle, nicknamed " Baby ," is
featured in the CW television show Supernatural. The model's front end received a facelift
similar to the model, while rear bumpers held triple "horseshoe" shaped taillights. The formal
Custom Coupe, previously a Caprice exclusive, became available as an Impala. Most Chevrolets
got hidden windshield wipers. Plush new interiors also helped attract buyers. Impala
overwhelmed the sales charts, as it had for years. Full-sized cars could have a cubic-inch six, a
cubic-inch V-8, either of a pair of s of or horsepower, or a horsepower cubic-inch V Topping the
list was the big , rated at or horsepower. The two-speed Powerglide automatic transmission was
still available with the six-cylinder and or V-8s, but the three-speed Turbo Hydramatic could be
ordered with all V-8 engines on the Impala Sport Sedan and Custom coupe. Cars equipped with
this option got full-length door glass minus the vent windows. The Impala and other full-sized
Chevrolets were restyled with crisper body lines and front bumpers that wrapped around the
grille and ventless front windows were new on all models. The station wagon was renamed the
Kingswood - reverting to a pre Chevrolet practice of using different nameplates on wagons than
other models. Inside, front seat headrests were now standard equipment due to a federal safety
mandate and the ignition switch moved from the dashboard to the steering column and doubled
as a lock for the steering wheel when the key was removed, a Federal mandate that took effect
with the models but introduced a year earlier on all General Motors cars. The instrument panel
was restyled and highlighted by a new steering wheel. The Impala also offered a new
GM-designed variable-ratio power steering unit as optional equipment along with a
seldom-ordered "Liquid Tire Chain" option, which was a vacuum activated button that would
spray ice melt on the rear tires [4] UPC option code is "V75". The L72 horse power engine was
available in all B-Bodies. All V8 engines were now available with the three-speed Turbo
Hydramatic transmission for the first time though the two-speed Powerglide was still offered
with the and V8s. During the model year Impala production, including Kingswood wagons
totaled , units, compared to , Caprices and Kingswood Estate wagons, 68, Biscaynes and
Brookwood wagons, and , Bel Airs and Townsman wagons. Impala totals for included ,
produced with V-8 engines and 8, with six-cylinders. The Impala got a minor facelift featuring a
more conventional bumper under the grill replacing the wrap-around unit used in and new triple
vertical taillights. A three-speed manual transmission with column shift was standard
equipment as in previous years but the floor-mounted four-speed manual with Hurst shifter was
dropped from the option list for as were the Strato bucket seats and center console previously
offered on coupes. Automatic transmission options included the two-speed Powerglide on 6s
and V8s, and three-speed Turbo Hydramatic was available with all engines. Power front disc
brakes were standard on the Impala Custom coupe and optional on all other models. The Impala
was one of three remaining Chevrolet convertibles, with only 9, were built. Interest in all size rag
tops had dwindled. So was the fascination with large sporty cars, prompting abandonment of
the Impala Super Sport. Output of full-sized Chevrolets dropped sharply for the calendar year,
below the million mark, partly as a result of a day strike in the fall of - but that strike affected the
production of early models. Impala sales, as expected, ranked far above other big Chevrolets
with , Impalas built 6, six-cylinder and , V-8s compared to 92, Caprices, 75, Bel Airs and 35,
Biscaynes, plus another , station wagons for all series. They used a version of the Impala dash
panel until Australian models were assembled in Australia from kits as this lessened tax on the
cars. A similar arrangement applied in New Zealand although the bodies were supplied from
Canada already welded, painted and trimmed. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
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fifth-generation Chevrolet Impala were full-sized automobiles produced by Chevrolet for the
through model years and was one of GM's top-selling models throughout the s. Models included
a sport coupe using a semi-fastback roofline shared with other B-body GM cars, custom coupe
with the formal roofline from the Caprice, four-door sedan, four-door hardtop sport sedan, and a
convertible, - each of which rode on a new Station wagons rode on a longer inch wheelbase.
The redesigned B-body would be the largest car ever offered by Chevrolet. All Chevrolet
engines featured lower compression ratios to permit the use of regular leaded, low lead or
unleaded gasoline of at least 91 Research octane per GM corporate mandate in anticipation of
the catalytic converters planned for and later models which necessitated the use of unleaded
fuel. The s marked the impact of the energy crisis with gasoline prices doubling from through
and industry car sales plummeted 20 percent between and For the first time in recent history,
annual passenger car travel in the U. The Impala's sales dropped to , units in , the weakest since
its introduction in An Econominder gauge package was offered for and models. Newly standard
features included power front disc brakes , inside hood release, and a revised Astro-Ventilation
system that utilized air distribution grills in the trunklid. Engine offerings included the base
horsepower, cubic-inch Turbo Thrift six-cylinder [3] available only on the Impala four-door
sedan as well as the lower-line Biscayne and Bel Air sedans and horsepower cubic-inch Turbo
Fire V-8 standard on Impala Sport Sedan, Sport Coupe, Custom Coupe, convertible and
Kingswood wagon, and optional on the sedan. Optional engines included the horsepower
cubic-inch Turbo Fire V-8 the standard Caprice and Kingswood Estate engine , horsepower
cubic-inch Turbo Jet V8 and horsepower cubic-inch V Early in the model year, all Impalas came
standard with three-speed column shift manual transmissions and manual steering as standard
equipment, with power steering and one of two automatic transmissions optional. During the
first months of the model year, the three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic automatic transmission was
optional with all engines while the two-speed Powerglide could be ordered with the 6 or V-8s. At
mid-year the Turbo-Hydramatic and variable-ratio power steering became standard equipment
on all V-8 powered full-sized Chevrolets. Station wagons featured a 'clamshell' design where the
rear power-operated glass slid up into the roof as the tailgate manually or with power assist ,
dropped below the load floor. The power tailgate, the first of its kind, ultimately supplanted the
manual tailgate which required marked effort to lift from storage. Subsequent generations
reverted to the door-gate style for its full-size wagons. As expected, Impala production was well
below totals due to the day corporate wide strike at General Motors [4] that began in September,
after initial model production began and would not end until November. Impala production
ended up at , units including 2, with six-cylinder engines and , with V8 with other series
production totals including Caprice, 91,; Biscayne, 37,; Bel Air, 20,; and station wagons all
series , 91, The Impala introduced a lower height grille which extended below the bumper and
revised taillights now set in the bumper. After the short run of early six-cylinder Impalas were
built in the fall of , the six-cylinder engine and three-speed manual transmission were relegated
to low-line Biscayne and Bel Air sedans. For most of the model year, all Impalas were V-8
powered and came standard with Turbo Hydramatic transmission, power steering and power
front disc brakes. The Astro Ventilation system was redesigned for with the vents relocated
from the trunk lid to the doorjambs for improved reliability and efficiency over the troublesome
system that was a major source of complaints from owners to Chevrolet and its dealers. The
chassis was tweaked for better roadability, and new square taillights were mounted in the
carry-over rear bumper. With the convertible now moved to the top-line Caprice Classic series,
continuing through Impalas were now all closed body styles for the first time in the nameplate's
history and the station wagon known as the Kingswood since rejoined the Impala series. A
horsepower cubic-inch Turbo Fire V-8 engine, Turbo Hydramatic transmission, variable ratio
power steering and power front disc brakes were standard on all Impalas. Optional engines in

all models included a horsepower Turbo Fire V8 with four-barrel carburetor and horsepower
Turbo Jet V8; while the Impala Custom coupe, Sport Sedan and station wagons could be
ordered with the horsepower Turbo Fire V8 that was standard on that year's Caprice Classic
series. All engines were offered nationwide in For , the rear bumper of Impalas and other
full-sized Chevrolets incorporated shock absorbing cylinders to meet the upgraded bumper
standards with new taillights above the bumper, separated by the license plate and fuel filler.
The front end featured a new grille and headlight bezels, a new header panel, and a bumper with
a drop down center section. The marker lights moved back up beside the headlamps. A
limited-edition Spirit of America package was offered in on Sport Coupe models; primarily an
appearance package, it featured white body paint, a white full vinyl top , white upholstery with
red or blue trim, color-keyed seat belts and floormats, special wheel covers, optional white rally
wheels , sports-styled dual remote outside rear view mirrors, a vinyl body side molding insert,
and red pin-striping. Special fender and dashboard badges announced the package to
passers-by and passengers. This was the only year of the â€” models the Impala had a different
front end design than the Caprice Classic, as other years used either a grille insert or previous
year Caprice front to distinguish the two. The rooflines of the Impala coupes were revised. For
the Custom Coupe was no longer a hardtop , with large fixed rear quarter glass and a thick
B-pillar. The Sport Coupe, still a pillar-less hardtop, now used larger roll-down quarter glass like
that of the Custom Coupe, and had a narrower, fastback style, flat back window similar to the
Caprice coupes. The four-door sedan, four-door hardtop Sports Sedan and station wagons used
carryover rooflines from Engine offerings included the standard horsepower Turbo Jet V-8 on
sedans and coupes, optional and horsepower Turbo Fire V8s the latter standard on Impala
wagons , and horsepower Turbo Jet V8. In California, a horsepower V-8 with four-barrel
carburetor was standard and the only engine options there were the horsepower and V-8s. The
Impala used a carried-over Caprice front end, with a grille insert and emblem change. The
Caprice model carried a new front end with a swept back style header panel with recessed
headlight buckets, a new hood, and new fenders. Also in upholstery, door panels and the
dashboard were revised as were the radio and climate control graphics. Catalytic converters
were also introduced as were several new options, including an Econominder gauge package,
intermittent wipers, and a divided bench seat with a choice of sport cloth or vinyl trim. A Landau
appearance package was new for It featured an elk-grained landau vinyl roof with a chrome
band across the roof , a choice of special paint colors, sports-styled dual remote outside
rearview mirrors, color-keyed wheel covers, a vinyl bodyside molding insert, and pin-striping.
Inside were color-keyed seat belts and floormats; fender and dashboard emblems rounded out
the package. An identical trim package was also sold on the Caprice model. Sport Coupe
models were discontinued after the model year, leaving the redesigned Custom Coupe, with its
wide "B" pillar and fixed rear window, the only 2-door Impala available in Engine offerings were
similar to except that the Turbo Fire V-8 was now only offered in four-barrel horsepower form
and the Turbo Jet V-8 was no longer offered in California. The Impala used a previous year
Caprice nose, with a new "egg crate" grille insert. The Impala had round headlamps while the
Caprice used the new quad rectangular ones. Engine offerings were the same as in both state
and California offerings. This was the final year for the four-door hardtop sedan, the big block
V-8 now yielding horsepower, and the station wagon clamshell tailgate. After , the four-door
hardtop body style also would disappear. Full-size cars made the most of their perimeter frame
and full coil spring suspension to deliver a smooth ride. The interior had such luxuries as
simulated rosewood vinyl trim on the instrument panel, steering wheel, and doors. Impalas rode
steel-belted radial tires and carried an automatic transmission, power brakes, and variable-ratio
power steering. The Landau model, for both Caprice and Impala, continued into as before. A
lighted visor vanity mirror was new to the options list. A lower-priced Impala "S" series,
available only as a four-door sedan, was introduced this year for the United States market and
functioned as a replacement for the Bel Air, which was dropped after the model year. The trim
and standard features were similar to that of the departed Bel Air series although this model
used the same triple rear taillights as the regular Impala, unlike the twin-taillight setup of the Bel
Air. The Impala "S" was sold primarily to fleet and government customers where luxury was not
a concern, although the car was available for purchase by private customers who sought basic
low-cost transportation with the convenience of a V-8 powered full-size automobile. Small-block
V8 :. Big-block V8 :. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the Fifth
Generation Chevrolet Impala. For general Impala information, see Chevrolet Impala. This article
includes a list of general references , but it remains largely unverified because it lacks sufficient
corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise
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is the psychedelic music project of Australian multi-instrumentalist Kevin Parker. As a touring
act, Tame Impala consists of Parker guitar, vocals , Dominic Simper guitar, synthesiser , Jay
Watson synthesiser, vocals, guitar , Cam Avery bass guitar, vocals , and Julien Barbagallo
drums, vocals. The group has a close affiliation with fellow Australian psychedelic rock band
Pond , sharing members and collaborators, including Nick Allbrook , formerly a live member of
Tame Impala. Parker originally conceived the project in Perth in After a series of singles and
EPs, Tame Impala's debut studio album, Innerspeaker , was released in ; it was certified gold in
Australia and well received by critics. Parker's follow-up, Lonerism , was also acclaimed,
reaching platinum status in Australia and receiving a Grammy Award nomination for Best
Alternative Music Album. The origins of the act can be found in the Perth music scene. Parker
played in a number of bands, one being the Dee Dee Dums, a rock duo that consisted of Parker
guitar and Luke Epstein drums. Tame Impala emerged in as a Kevin Parker home-recording
project in this period and he posted a number of tracks on Myspace. This brought interest from
a number of labels and eventually, he signed a worldwide deal with the independent Modular
Recordings in July The signing was soon followed by the release of their self-titled EP in
September Tours in included a sold-out six-date "Skeleton Tiger" national headline tour and a
five-date UK tour including Nevereverland UK , as well as performances at V Festival. The song
is also on the Hottest compilation album. The band then headlined the inaugural "Rottofest" in
August , an annual comedy, film and music festival held on Rottnest Island off the coast of
Western Australia. Following Rottofest, they embarked on a national tour through September
and October in support of the single. Tame Impala's debut album Innerspeaker was released on
21 May In the UK the official release date was 28 June, but iTunes accidentally [ citation needed
] made it available for purchase on 12 May. The album was released in the United States on 8
June to general and critical acclaim. Pitchfork named it Best New Music. In an interview with
Triple J talking about the album's nomination for the J Award , Parker stated that they had
secretly been recording a new album. This came only months after Innerspeaker was released.
The band returned to Australia to play at Splendour in the Grass festival, which was followed by
a European Tour in July including an appearance at the Reading Festival and a national
Australian tour in October. Tame Impala's second album, Lonerism was released in and was
mixed by Dave Fridmann. It was created in a similar set up as Innerspeaker , whereby Parker
wrote and recorded the majority of the album by himself at his home in Perth, Western
Australia. As a result, one of the tracks on Lonerism is titled "Endors Toi", which roughly
translates from French to English as "fall asleep". The album cover is a photo taken by Parker
of the Jardin du Luxembourg in Paris, France, with additional editing by Leif Podhajsky , a
graphic designer who created the album art for Innerspeaker. The image ties into the themes of
isolation of Lonerism , with a metal gate separating the viewer from the people in the Gardens.
The band released the song "Apocalypse Dreams" for free download on 7 July The first single "
Elephant " was released in July StillinRock described it as the best album of the year. It was the
second time Tame Impala had won the award, after also winning it for their debut album
Innerspeaker in They are the first band to win the J Award more than once. In January ,
Lonerism was selected by Rolling Stone for the Album of the Year award after the band also
won the award in for Innerspeaker. Lonerism became the first Australian album to win NME's
album of the year. The band began an international tour in through , supported by The Growl.
During this tour, they played major festivals, such as Coachella , Sasquatch Festival , [ citation
needed ] and appeared on Late Night with Jimmy Fallon. In September , Tame Impala's first U.
On 18 May , it was announced via Facebook that Allbrook would leave the band to focus on
other musical endeavours, and that Cam Avery of Pond and The Growl would take his place.
Allbrook played his final gig with the band on their last Australian tour date of at Perth's Belvoir
Amphitheatre, the same venue that Allbrook played his first gig with the band at in As a farewell
gesture, the band played a cover of Outkast 's " Prototype ". It is believed that Parker started
recording the follow-up album to Lonerism at the beginning of , due to various Instagram posts
that showed recording taking place at the Wave House in Western Australia, where the debut
album Innerspeaker was recorded. Parker said in May Right now, doing another album doesn't
excite me. Anything is possible. There's so many people doing interesting things with the
internet and technology, there could be so many ways of making music and listening to it. It's
and you can make music anywhere There are so many possibilities, my brain is overloading on

them all. I just need to wait, think about things a bit more. In May , Parker spoke of his growing
inclination toward the recording of another album in a triple J radio interview, explaining that:
"I'm getting more and more sucked into the world of making an album. It's weird how it happens
naturally, it's almost feels like a seasonal thing. I've started to think about tracklistings and all
the things that come with an album. He said that the pureness and cleanness of Fleetwood
Mac's song prompted him to attempt to create a more streamlined musical style within
Currents. On 11 March , a new song entitled " Let It Happen " was released as a free download.
A few hours later the band released the first official single from the upcoming album on
Facebook called " 'Cause I'm a Man ". One week later, on 29 April , Kevin Parker held an AMA on
reddit, where he provoked fans to ask him to release a new song, then responding with
"Disciples", which became the first promotion single for the upcoming album Currents. On 7
May , the band announced that the album would be released in 17 July and released the third
official single, " Eventually ". Someone high up spent the money before it got to me. I may never
get that money. In October , a Collector's Edition of Currents was announced. Released on 17
November, it included three B-sides and two remixes. By the end of , Tame Impala announced
that they agreed to play the Mad Cool musical concert in Spain, which would be the first live
music show the band agreed to play in In July , during an interview with Beats 1 anchor host
Matt Wilkinson, Parker confirmed for the first time that he had begun working on a new Tame
Impala album, adding that he was "ready to play some other songs live" and expressing an
interest to headline a stage at Glastonbury Festival in He also stated that he would be "very
disappointed" if the new record by Tame Impala wasn't released by summer On 10 October, the
band was scheduled to headline the first night of the annual Desert Daze festival in its new
location in Moreno Beach, but had to cut their set short after three songs due to inclement
weather. They also headlined the Primavera Sound festival, making them only the second
Australian act to do so. Around the same time, Parker announced that he expected to release a
new album during that summer. On 21 March, Tame Impala released the single " Patience ", [63]
and has teased new music on Instagram for the forthcoming album. The album was released on
14 February Josh Terry of Vice named Tame Impala his "Artist of the Decade" for the s, writing,
"No artist captured how genres cross-pollinated throughout the s better than Tame Impala". He
added: "In the age of streaming and the big-box festival bubble, Parker's discography seems
factory-made for both a crowd of thousands and a chill night alone with a vibe-heavy playlist"
and that "his music embodies the technology-driven sense of loneliness of this decade better
than any of his peers". This was the highest ranking for Tame Impala in a Hottest Countdown
and the first the project had attained number one in any Hottest the same song had previously
placed fourth in the Hottest Parker's decision to make the music for Tame Impala in the studio
by himself is a result of Parker liking "the kind of music that is the result of one person
constructing an awesome symphony of sound. You can layer your own voice times for half a
second if you want, and I just love that kind of music". It's good for us, because we can take a
song that's been recorded and do what we want to it: slow it down, speed it up, make it 10
seconds or 10 minutes long. It gives us a lot of freedom. Some favoured and often-used effects
by Parker include phasing , delay , reverb and fuzz. Experimentation with different effects
pedals such as Roland RE Space Echo, [73] has led to Parker creating new and unique sounds.
We don't have any things that we got from another planet or anything, it's the same things
everyone else has used. A reverb is meant to make it sound like it's in a cathedral or something.
If you put it the other way around, it won't sound like a guitar being played in a church, it'll
sound like a church being stuffed inside a shoebox and then exploded. You can do different
things just by treating things differently. The song will go for like 30 seconds. But the words
have to be meaningful. I try to synchronise certain words with the best parts of the melody, but
it can be really difficult and does my head in. I like to keep the meaning pretty open and
ambiguous so that it's not just me that gets something out of the lyrics. I usually write lyrics
from a persona rather than tell a specific story. I seem to get an emotional kick out of sensing
feelings of general desperation or hopelessness, whether it's me or someone near me or
someone in a movie or anything. It's really difficult to sit down and force yourself to write a
song, and that forced nature usually comes out in the song so I just have to wait until they come
to me. Parker's music is heavily influenced by late s and early s psychedelic rock , [77] which is
achieved through various production methods. Parker said that he has a "fetish for extremely
sugary pop music" from artists like Britney Spears and Kylie Minogue. Combining these two
things, My Bloody Valentine have influenced Parker's music with their contrasting combination
of loud guitars and ethereal melodies. Parker has "always been in love with the wall of sound as
employed by My Bloody Valentine" and he tries to capture that "melancholy dreamy feel". The
instruments are quite sonically brutal, but the voice is really soft, and I think that kind of
resonates with people. It's kind of like My Bloody Valentine, where it's really brutal sounding,

but kind of beautiful at the same time". Electronic music is another influence. Parker has used
rock instrumentation in an electronic manner, saying "The way we do music, it's organic, but it's
meant to be quite repetitive and hypnotic, almost in a kind of electronic nature. Using our
playing as though it was a living sample". Parker mentioned this by saying "I had a few
obsessions when recording Innerspeaker. One was to make the guitars sound like synths and
drums sound like drum samples and pretty much anything except guitars and drums. I'm
obsessed with confusing people as to the origin of a sound. Parker was inspired to take up
various creative endeavours at a young age, "I used to draw a lot when I was very young, and I
used to get the most immense feeling of satisfaction from finishing a picture and looking back
at it, even though I wasn't actually that good. When I started playing music I got the same
feeling from making a song, even if it was just a few noises or drum patterns put together. It was
all about the buzz from making something from nothing. Music always affected me greatly as a
listener anyway, usually from listening to music in my dad's car or listening to him play guitar.
Lo-fi music is also a favourite of Parker's, and he incorporated it heavily in the early days of
Tame Impala, heard prominently on the Tame Impala EP. With the release of Innerspeaker ,
Parker went for a different approach to a lo-fi sound, aiming more for a more cosmic and sonic
wall of sound , helped by mixer Dave Fridmann. Parker explained "It sounds more cohesive, like
an organism. It has a different emotion to it, it brings out a different feeling when it's absolutely
blaring at you. I love that sound. Parker has also stated that Supertramp , one of his favourite
bands, are a major influence on the musical style of Tame Impala. Despite their difference in
sound, he feels he is always somewhat "channeling Supertramp". From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Australian psychedelic music project. Tame Impala performing in at Flow
Festival. Psychedelic pop [1] psychedelic rock [2] disco synth-pop [3] neo-psychedelia [4].
Modular Interscope Fiction. Pond Gum Melody's Echo Chamber. Main article: Innerspeaker.
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Impala discography. See also: List of awards and nominations received by Tame Impala.
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sole member of the genus Aepyceros , it was first described to European audiences by German
zoologist Hinrich Lichtenstein in Two subspecies are recognisedâ€”the common impala, and
the larger and darker black-faced impala. It features a glossy, reddish brown coat. The male's
slender, lyre -shaped horns are 45â€”92 centimetres 18â€”36 inches long. Active mainly during
the day , the impala may be gregarious or territorial depending upon the climate and geography.
Three distinct social groups can be observed: the territorial males, bachelor herds and female
herds. The impala is known for two characteristic leaps that constitute an anti- predator
strategy. Browsers as well as grazers, impala feed on monocots , dicots , forbs , fruits and
acacia pods whenever available. An annual, three-week-long rut takes place toward the end of
the wet season, typically in May. Rutting males fight over dominance , and the victorious male
courts female in oestrus. Gestation lasts six to seven months, following which a single calf is
born and immediately concealed in cover. Calves are suckled for four to six months; young
malesâ€”forced out of the all-female groupsâ€”join bachelor herds, while females may stay
back. The impala is found in woodlands and sometimes on the interface ecotone between
woodlands and savannahs ; it inhabits places close to water. While the black-faced impala is
confined to southwestern Angola and Kaokoland in northwestern Namibia , the common impala
is widespread across its range and has been reintroduced in Gabon and southern Africa. The
International Union for Conservation of Nature IUCN classifies the impala as a species of least
concern ; the black-faced subspecies has been classified as a vulnerable species , with fewer
than 1, individuals remaining in the wild as of The first attested English name, in , was palla or
pallah, from the Tswana phala 'red antelope'; [3] the name impala , also spelled impalla or mpala
, is first attested in The scientific generic name Aepyceros lit. The impala is the sole member of
the genus Aepyceros and belongs to the family Bovidae. This clade is sister to another formed
by the bay duiker Cephalophus dorsalis and the klipspringer Oreotragus oreotragus. Sable
antelope Hippotragus niger. Klipspringer Oreotragus oreotragus. Grant's gazelle Nanger granti.
Mountain reedbuck Redunca fulvorufula. Up to six subspecies have been described, although
only two are generally recognised on the basis of mitochondrial data. According to Vrba, the
impala developed from an alcelaphine ancestor. She noted that while this ancestor has diverged
at least 18 times into various morphologically different forms, the impala has continued in its
basic form for at least five million years. This implies that the impala has efficiently adapted to
its environment since prehistoric times. Its gregarious nature, variety in diet, positive
population trend, defence against ticks and symbiotic relationship with the tick-feeding
oxpeckers could have played a role in preventing major changes in morphology and behaviour.
The impala is a medium-sized, slender antelope similar to the kob or Grant's gazelle in build.
Sexually dimorphic , females are hornless and smaller than males. Their arch-like structure
allows interlocking of horns, which helps a male throw off his opponent during fights; horns
also protect the skull from damage. Facial features include white rings around the eyes and a
light chin and snout. The ears, 17 centimetres 6. Sebaceous glands concentrated on the
forehead and dispersed on the torso of dominant males [17] [20] are most active during the
mating season, while those of females are only partially developed and do not undergo
seasonal changes. Of the subspecies, the black-faced impala is significantly larger and darker
than the common impala; melanism is responsible for the black colouration. The impala has a
special dental arrangement on the front lower jaw similar to the toothcomb seen in strepsirrhine
primates , [23] which is used during allogrooming to comb the fur on the head and the neck and
remove ectoparasites. The impala is diurnal active mainly during the day , though activity tends
to cease during the hot midday hours; they feed and rest at night. Individuals maintain
distances of 2. Female herds vary in size from 6 to ; herds occupy home ranges of 80â€”
hectares â€” acres; 0. The motherâ€”calf bond is weak, and breaks soon after weaning;
juveniles leave the herds of their mothers to join other herds. Female herds tend to be loose and
have no obvious leadership. In allogrooming, females typically groom related impalas, while
males associate with unrelated ones. Each partner grooms the other six to twelve times. Social
behaviour is influenced by the climate and geography; as such, the impala are territorial at
certain times of the year and gregarious at other times, and the length of these periods can vary
broadly among populations. For instance, populations in southern Africa display territorial
behaviour only during the few months of the rut , whereas in eastern African populations,
territoriality is relatively minimal despite a protracted mating season. Moreover, territorial males
often tolerate bachelors, and may even alternate between bachelorhood and territoriality at

different times of the year. The impala is an important prey species for several carnivores , such
as cheetahs , leopards and lions. It leaps in either manner in different directions, probably to
confuse predators. Common ixodid ticks collected from impala include Amblyomma hebraeum ,
Boophilus decoloratus , Hyalomma marginatum , Ixodes cavipalpus , Rhipicephalus
appendiculatus and R. Impala have special adaptations for grooming, such as their
characteristic dental arrangement, to manage ticks before they engorge; however, the extensive
grooming needed to keep the tick load under control involves the risk of dehydration during
summer, lower vigilance against predators and gradual wearing out of the teeth. A study
showed that impala adjust the time devoted to grooming and the number of grooming bouts
according to the seasonal prevalence of ticks. Impala are symbiotically related to oxpeckers ,
[34] which feed on ticks from those parts of the antelope's body which the animal cannot
access by itself such as the ears, neck, eyelids, forehead and underbelly. The impala is the
smallest ungulate with which oxpeckers are associated. In a study it was observed that
oxpeckers selectively attended to impala despite the presence of other animals such as Coke's
hartebeest , Grant's gazelle, Thompson's gazelle and topi. A possible explanation for this could
be that because the impala inhabits woodlands which can have a high density of ticks , the
impala could have greater mass of ticks per unit area of the body surface. Lice recorded from
impala include Damalinia aepycerus , D. This study recorded worms of genera such as Cooperia
, Cooperoides , Fasciola , Gongylonema. Haemonchus , Impalaia , Longistrongylus and
Trichostrongylus ; some of these showed seasonal variations in density. Impala browse as well
as graze; either may predominate, depending upon the availability of resources. Impala prefer
places close to water sources, and resort to succulent vegetation if water is scarce. Impala feed
on soft and nutritious grasses such as Digitaria macroblephara ; tough, tall grasses, such as
Heteropogon contortus and Themeda triandra , are typically avoided. Males are sexually mature
by the time they are a year old, though successful mating generally occurs only after four years.
Mature males start establishing territories and try to gain access to females. Females can
conceive after they are a year and a half old; oestrus lasts for 24 to 48 hours, and occurs every
12â€”29 days in non-pregnant females. Gonadal growth and hormone production in males begin
a few months before the breeding season, resulting in greater aggressiveness and territoriality.
Mating tends to take place between full moons. Rutting males fight over dominance, often
giving out noisy roars and chasing one another; they walk stiffly and display their neck and
horns. Males desist from feeding and allogrooming during the rut, probably to devote more time
to garnering females in oestrus; [47] the male checks the female's urine to ensure that she is in
oestrus. The male flicks his tongue and may nod vigorously; the female allows him to lick her
vulva, and holds her tail to one side. The male tries mounting the female, holding his head high
and clasping her sides with his forelegs. Mounting attempts may be repeated every few seconds
to every minute or two. The male loses interest in the female after the first copulation, though
she is still active and can mate with other males. Gestation lasts six to seven months. Births
generally occur in the midday; the female will isolate herself from the herd when labour pain
begins. The fawn then joins a nursery group within its mother's herd. Calves are suckled for
four to six months; young males, forced out of the group, join bachelor herds, while females
may stay back. The impala inhabits woodlands due to its preference for shade; it can also occur
on the interface ecotone between woodlands and savannahs. Places close to water sources are
preferred. In southern Africa, populations tend to be associated with Colophospermum mopane
and Acacia woodlands. Another factor that could influence habitat choice is vulnerability to
predators; impala tend to keep away from areas with tall grasses as predators could be
concealed there. Earlier, the Baikiaea woodland, which has now declined due to elephants,
provided minimum browsing for impala. The newly formed Capparis shrubland, on the other
hand, could be a key browsing habitat. The historical range of the impala â€” spanning across
southern and eastern Africa â€” has remained intact to a great extent, although it has
disappeared from a few places, such as Burundi. The range extends from central and southern
Kenya and northeastern Uganda in the east to northern KwaZulu-Natal in the south, and
westward up to Namibia and southern Angola. The black-faced impala is confined to
southwestern Angola and Kaokoland in northwestern Namibia; the status of this subspecies
has not been monitored since the s. The common impala has a wider distribution, and has been
introduced in protected areas in Gabon and across southern Africa. As of , the population of the
common impala has been estimated at around two million. The rare black-faced impala has
been introduced into private farms in Namibia and the Etosha National Park. Population
densities vary largely from place to place; from less than one impala per square kilometre in
Mkomazi National Park Tanzania to as high as per square kilometre near Lake Kariba Zimbabwe.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the extinct species, see Aepyceros datoadeni. For
other uses, see Impala disambiguation. Conservation status. Lichtenstein , In Wilson, D. M eds.
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